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Introduction
Welcome to Supportive Parents’ Special Educational Needs and Disability Information,
Advice and Support Service (Supportive Parents SENDIAS Service) Annual Report 2018-2019.
Supportive Parents has developed and grown in this last year. We have welcomed two new
members to our IAS team. They joined in December to support delivery of an extended
service following an increase in our funding from Bristol Local Authority and Clinical
Commissioning Group. Our long serving Head of Service and Chief Executive Officer, Maggie
Potter, has retired, having completed work on an independent review of our service
(September 2018), an operational plan for the Council for Disabled Children, and bid for IAS
Programme funding. We have also said goodbye to our colleague Jo Sampson. We will miss
the contributions from both.

About Supportive Parents
Supportive Parents’ SENDIAS Service provides information, advice and support (IAS) to
children and young people and their parents from 0-25 about special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND). Our statutory service is free, confidential and impartial. Our trained staff
listen to your questions, and support you to access the extra help or information you or your
child might need to make progress with learning.
We are celebrating 30 years of service as a charity, and business limited by guarantee. We
were founded in 1989 when parents and professionals came together as part of a national
project to look at how we could work with schools to improve children’s education
outcomes. The project concluded that outcomes improved when we worked together. We
have worked on that premise in partnership with our service users ever since.
Our core funding is from the local authorities for whom we provide the service. For four
years (from 2014), we also received funding from the Council for Disabled Children (CDC) to
deliver independent support. During this period we were able to expand our team, to offer
help to service users seeking statutory assessment, checking draft education, health and
care plans, or preparing for the annual review of a plan. The funding ended 31 July 2018.
In September 2018, the Department for Education, through their funding partner CDC,
asked all SENDIAS services to undertake a self-review, identifying how we had used the
independent support funding to develop our service. The review informed the writing of a
two year operational plan.
This was followed by an opportunity to bid for capital funding to develop our services in line
with a new operating framework, or minimum standards. We were successful and are
introducing changes to our resources, our opening times, and ways of working. What has
not changed is that we continue to work at arms’ length, from our local authorities or CCG.
This means our confidential service is able to act, and is seen to act, independently with no
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undue influence from the local authority or CCG. It is seen as industry best practice. We are
legally trained to offer advice about education law, from the earliest stage of concern, to
supporting service users where they are challenging a decision about their education
provision. Our advice includes concerns about social care and health provision, as they
relate to social care, and extends to exclusions and part time timetables.

Our Mission
Supportive Parent’s core mission is to provide a range of flexible services for children and
young people who have Special Educational Needs & Disabilities (SEND) and their parents, in
order to:





empower them to play an active and informed role in their/their child’s education and
preparation for adult life and to support each other,
provide a high quality, free and accessible, impartial, confidential SENDIAS Service,
and
promote and maintain good partnership working between children and young people,
their parents and carers, professionals, the local authority and health
influence the development of local and national SEND policy and practice.

Strategic Objectives
For the period 2019-22 the strategic objectives of the organization can be summarized as
follows:









to review staff contracts, roles and responsibilities, support and training, in the light
of increased contractual requirements and the developments recommended in the
recent independent review of the service, in order to progress the service towards
meeting Minimum Standards;
to improve the range, accessibility and take-up of our service, in particular by children
and young people and hard-to-reach communities;
to update and refresh our information offer;
to update and increase our training offer;
to improve our capacity to gather and analyse data and to use the results to engage
with local and national authorities to improve outcomes for children and young
people;
to review, develop and maintain effective operating functions of the organisation.
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Operational Goals
To support the achievement of the strategic objectives, Supportive Parents has developed
separate but linked plans for 6 operational goals:
1. Governance, Organisation and Continuity of Service;
2. Service delivery, accessibility and range;
3. Improved literature, website and social media opportunities to meet the needs of a
wider range of potential service users;
4. A range of bespoke training packages to meet a variety of needs and delivery by
trained staff;
5. Enhanced ability to gather relevant data, carry out analysis and use the results to
inform policy and practice locally and nationally;
6. Effective management, review and improvement of operational systems to enhance
service delivery.

Acknowledgements
Our service could not be delivered without our fantastic team, who respond flexibly to the
range of concerns service users bring to us. To increase our reach in the year to come, we
will be developing roles for volunteers to support service delivery.
I would like to thank Maggie Potter, our trustees, Ruth and Margie from Ruth Townsley
Research for their hard work on the service review and operational plan. I would like to
thank my colleagues for their commitment to delivering the service during what has been a
year of considerable change.
To read more about our service, please visit our website: www.supportiveparents.org.uk.
Kathryn Mason
Acting Head of Service
July 2019
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The Supportive Parents’ Team
Carolyn Sims
Chris Gardner
Anne Bush
Moira Lloyd
Meryl Woodgate
Maya Vaitilingam
Sue Osborne
Liz Kelly
Philip Cox
Fabiola Garay
Clive Osborne
Sarah Triggle-Wells

Chair
Vice Chair, resigned 19 November 2018
Treasurer
Trustee – Responsibility for Training and Safeguarding
Trustee
Trustee, resigned 20 July 2018
Trustee – responsibility for Fundraising and Health & Safety
Trustee
Trustee, resigned 17 September 2018
Trustee
Co-opted, 11 March 2019
Co-opted, 11 March 2019

Day to day management of Supportive Parents is delegated to the staff team. They are
currently:
CEO
Acting Head of Service and Bristol Lead
Office & Finance Manager
Information & Communications Coordinator
3 x Local Coordinators (one for each Local Authority)
16-25 Coordinator
8 x Information, Advice & Support Team members
Supportive Parents Independent Examiners are:
Lloydbottoms Chartered Accountants, 118 High Street, Staple Hill, Bristol, BS16 5HH
Tel:
(0117) 957 3537 email: mail@lloydbottoms.co.uk
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Funding
Supportive Parents is primarily funded by the three local authorities in which it works
(Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire). In Bristol this is a joint commission
with Education, Social Care and the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).

We have also received funding from other organisations who have helped us to extend our
core work with grants and donations.
The Co-op provided funding to produce resources including a poster, easy reads and a video
to support our service delivery to 16-25 year olds.
A charitable foundation provided us with a grant to enable us to train existing staff in line
with the minimum standards and to offer a range of learning opportunities for our service
users.
We also received grant funding from South Gloucestershire to deliver a series of workshops
on statutory processes to service users including young people.
For details of our financial activities please refer to our Report and Accounts 31 st March
2019.
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Highlights from 2018-2019


Representing the South West Regional IAS Service Network to explain our role to the
Regional Parent Carer Forum Cluster (North)



Supporting South Gloucestershire Local Area with Information and Advice following their
OfSTED CQC Inspection



Supporting North Somerset Local Area with Information and Advice following their
OfSTED CQC Inspection



Delivering workshops for parents and young people on SEN Support in Schools, Annual
Reviews and Checking Draft Plans and Education Health and Care Needs Assessments



Contributing to information events and fairs for parents of children with ADHD



Contributing to training for professionals at the University of Bristol



Reviewing and delivering a refreshed learning opportunity for parents to share their SEN
journey: SEND and You



Contributing nationally to the development of the IASSN Minimum Standards



Completing work on delivery of the Independent Support programme



Developing resources on consent, and mental health



Developing resources, Easy Reads and a video explaining how to use our service.
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Report from the Chair of Trustees 2018-2019
I would like to begin my report by saying how proud I am to be the
chair and founder member of such a wonderful organisation. We
have Trustees and staff working together to provide an
outstanding SENDIAS service in Bristol, South Gloucestershire and
North Somerset.
This year Supportive Parents is celebrating 30 years since it was
formed in 1989. We are immensely proud to be a local charity, set
up and delivered by local people, to provide information, advice and support [IAS] to
children and young people with SEND and their parents.
We have faced a number of challenges during 2018/19 and the staff team has responded in
a flexible and constructive way to find successful solutions.
The number of people we support continues to increase significantly and I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all our staff for their hard work and dedication. Their commitment
to ensuring the best educational outcomes for the children and young people who use our
service is remarkable and an inspiration.
Sadly we are saying good-bye to Maggie Potter our CEO-Head of Service as she has decided
to retire. We are extremely grateful to Maggie for her 20 years significant service in our
organisation. I would like to thank her for all she has achieved locally, nationally and
especially for her work on the bid for CDC funding from the DfE to deliver the IAS
programme for our future development and the successful Bristol commissioning bid.
Thank You for so many years of commitment and dedication Maggie, you will be greatly
missed by everyone.
I would also like to thank my colleagues on the Board of Trustees. Supportive Parents
depends on their dedication and commitment as we move forward to new challenges
developing the service. This year we have welcomed two new trustees to the board Clive
Osborne and Sarah Triggle-Wells, we hope they will enjoy their time as trustees.
Sadly we have said farewell to four trustees during the past year. I would like to thank Moira
Lloyd, Maya Vaitilingam, Chris Gardner and Phil Cox for their support of the organisation. We
wish them all the very best for the future.
I would like to end by taking the opportunity to recognise the contribution that the whole
Supportive Parents’ team makes to the quality of our service and to the outcomes for those
who use it.
Carolyn Sims, Chair

April 2019
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Report from the Treasurer 2018-2019
The three local authorities who provide our main funding recognise
the excellent work of the charity over many years and have chosen
to meet their statutory duty to provide IASSs (Information, Advice
and Support Services) for children, young people and their parents,
by continuing to support us in this work. This has been the final year
of separate three year funding agreements with North Somerset,
Bristol and South Gloucestershire. Discussion with Bristol council
representatives led to a decision to re-commission an enhanced
service for three years from April 2019. For one reason and another
the commissioning process was extended over several months, but Bristol has now awarded
the contract to us. Discussions are continuing with our two other Local Authorities with
continued funding confirmed at least for the next financial year.
For the past three years we have also received funding from the Council for Disabled
Children to provide enhanced IAS service delivery, but this funding ceased in July 2018. The
government then commissioned the Council for Disabled Children to manage further grant
funding to support local Service Review and the Development of a Plan to improve the
Service to meet new Minimum Standards for quality IASS provision in LAs. We have been
able to maintain qualified and experienced staff by using them to deliver on the review and
planning requirements. As a result of this work, managed by our now retired Head of
Service, Maggie Potter, and supported by an external consultant, Ruth Townsley we have
been successful in accessing further funding from the CDC for Service improvement during
2019/20 and beyond. As a result we are ending the year in a better financial position than
expected and are able to plan ahead with greater confidence.
It is true to say, however, that the uncertainties of the past year have been stressful for both
trustees and staff members. The trustees are grateful to staff members for their positive
response to changing demands and for continuing always to deliver an excellent service to
the children, young people and parents who consult us. As always the Office and Finance
Manager has kept a sharp eye on expenditure and has ensured a successful financial
outcome for another year.
A financial report of income and expenditure is made to the trustees at each meeting, and
the overall annual income and spending is subject to an Independent Examination. We are
grateful to Sue Rickerby, our Independent Examiner, who, for several years now, has quickly
and efficiently completed a summary of the Accounts to be added to the formal Trustees
Report for the year.
Her work can be seen in the Trustees Report and Accounts for 2019, available through
Companies House, the Charity Commission and on our website, following approval by
trustees, and by members at the Annual General Meeting.
Anne Bush, Treasurer

May 2019
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Service User Satisfaction Survey (SUSS) Highlights
Every year we ask our service users for information about their reasons for getting in touch
with Supportive Parents. The responses range from needing advice and support about the
EHCP process, appeals and complaints, annual reviews, mental health and exclusion/
attendance. Our full SUSS report can be found on our website
www.supportiveparents.org.uk.

2,144
Helpline
Enquiries
received

91.2% of
service users
would
recommend
our service
to others

94.1% of
service users
rated our
Information,
Advice and
Support as
very helpful

1,013
families
supported

Suggestions to improve our service included the following:
1) more advisors - We have expanded our team of advisors. We recording brief details
of the concern service users bring to us on a secure database, to provide a timely
response from any team member.
2) consistency to speak to the same person, if wanted - More complex case work, such
as supporting a service user to appeal a decision at tribunal, may be undertaken by
one practitioner. Should a service user express a preference, our advisors could
explain how this might affect our response times.
3) ability to answer call straight away rather than a call back - We have an improved 24
hour answerphone capable of taking messages when all our advisors are busy. The
call and email receipt times are being monitored so we can establish when demand
is higher and consider changes to our staffing levels.
4) expanding beyond term time only support - The infrastructure (IASP) funding from
the Department for Education / CDC is enabling SENDIAS services nationwide to
move from their current service offer to move to an all year round, week day, office
hours based delivery by March 2021.
5) accessing support on different days of the week and for longer periods - We are
introducing longer opening hours, and recruiting staff, to enable us to expand our
service beyond term time only support.
6) separate room for meetings to be held away from the office - Our service is delivered
from a central Bristol location, with a separate meeting room available.
7) follow up calls - At the end of a call, we check with the service user to identify
whether further action from us, which may include a follow up call, is required.
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A summary of comments received from our service users
“You gave us the support and advice we needed to move forward
and be confident in decisions and choices we made. Expert support
and advice was given making us more knowledgeable about the
EHCP and appeal process. We gained the confidence and the fight
we needed to attend meetings feeling knowledgeable and confident
to argue and get our feelings across. This resulted in a positive
ending getting the result we wanted for our child. Our child will
become a more confident, independent and happy individual
because of your support and advice. Thank you so so much”

“I have a better understanding of the SEND Code of
Practice. Following a discussion and the advice given by
Supportive Parents about my son’s draft EHCP we asked
for new reports, written specifically for the purpose of
his EHCP, which means now his EHCP is a much better
document. This means his needs are now identified and
hopefully now will be met effectively”

“Supportive Parents have supported me by attending meetings with
me at the Preschool and School when discussing my son's education.
They provided me with the knowledge of the EHCP process, the
annual review process and of the SEND code of practice. It has given
me the confidence to ensure that I get the best out of meetings so
that my son gets the help he needs. The annual review of EHCP
workshop I attended was also very helpful and relevant. Knowledge
of the SEN law provided by them will continue to help me in future
conversations with the council and my son's school”

“I frequently recommend supportive parents to others,
they have made so much difference to us. They are
somewhere to go when you need advice you can trust,
and they provide the support needed. I can't rate them
highly enough, thank goodness for supportive parents”
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“The
information and
help I received
from the team
was invaluable,
they gave me
the confidence
and self-belief
and knowledge
to be able to go
forward and
achieve a
brighter future
for my disabled
daughter and
our family!
Thank you!”
[Sidebars are

“Without their
knowledge,
expertise, and strong
desire to help
children with SEND
need my son would
not have an EHCP.
The whole team are
amazing and listen to
you”
“The ladies who run
the support group
meetings in
Kingswood are
wonderful, friendly,
funny and
understanding. Their
sense of humour rubs
off on you which
definitely helps when
you are a parent
carer”

LOCAL AUTHORITY WORK
Summary of activities in Bristol:
We have been meeting with regional Information, Advice and Support (IAS) services in the South
West, to pool resources and develop the work of IAS services. We shared ideas for service delivery
and we are working with other IAS services to improve our ability to gather and analyse data to
inform service development. This should enable us to deliver a more responsive, targeted service.
We have been delivering a series of workshops on annual reviews and SEN Support in Schools.
Feedback has been really positive and we have had a number of requests to run more workshops, in
particular on “applying for an Education Health Care Plan (EHCP)”, “needs assessments” and on
EHCP processes.
Following the success of our evening surgeries we will be holding more of these for Bristol Parents or
carers. These sessions are an opportunity to speak on a one-to-one basis for 30 minutes with one of
our trained staff. You can raise any SEND query or concern or bring along paperwork for our staff to
look at.
We continue to attend Bristol Parent Carer Support Groups where we can meet parents or carers to
go through paperwork, provide information etc. We continue to work with other organisations to
support service users including through Bristol Parent Carer events, and other community partners,
for example the Family centre at Barton Hill settlement.
Identified key activities going forward:






We are working to recruit a Parent Champion volunteer to contribute to our service
offer, with a particular focus on Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities in
Bristol.
Delivering Workshops in Bristol with a focus on CYP, SEN support and EHCP
processes.
To provide bookable surgeries for service users
To extend the Bristol service for under-represented communities.

Particular focus on hard to reach groups in Bristol:
We have been undertaking work in Bristol to consider how our service can improve its reach to
families who may not know about us or who might be hard to reach. An example of this is the work
we did to engage with BAME groups from central and east areas of Bristol. We have established a
regular support group in a venue of a trusted organisation in the local community. For those with
English as an additional language we attended other language specific groups in central and east
Bristol.
Outcomes:
The parents who attended these groups all said that their confidence and knowledge about SEND
had increased after these sessions. As a result of these groups we were invited to speak to a grassroots support group of parents of children with SEND in a nursery setting reaching further parents.
We also attended a group run by a health worker for Somali speaking parents of disabled children,
reaching more parents who would have been unable to access our service without language support.
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Key issues

Bristol Key Issues 2018/2019
Exclusion - fixed term
Placement
Tribunal
Mediation
Review
Draft EHC
Stat Assessment
Parental Request for SA
Provision - Planning
Provision - Type
Provision -Amount
Access
Complaints
Information/Signposting
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Our helpline has been very busy. An ongoing concern is the number of informal or illegal
exclusions about which we are contacted. Children with ADHD are often among those at
particular risk of exclusion. We have attended termly ADHD workshops in conjunction with
the CCHP neurodevelopmental nurses throughout Bristol.
We talk to many service users about provision planning – this may range from a
straightforward enquiry from a service user worried about their child’s learning progress, to
a detailed exploration of exactly what tailored interventions or support a learner is
accessing throughout their nursery, school or college day. It covers the extra help that is
additional to or different from that which most learners would need to have to access their
learning. This could be classroom school based support in a mainstream primary, or specific
support for a learner with an education health and care plan in a special school. We meet
our link officer regularly to discuss any concerns that arise.
Most schools have now become academies, with different multi academy trusts operating
across the city. Schools receive funding from government via a national funding formula and
to support additional needs in different ways. Bristol Local authority offer guidance on best
practice, but can only describe and require specific help to be provided in a statutory
education, health and care plan. We are monitoring the calls about placement to identify
whether there is a trend for parents locally seeking specialist provision. This would reflect
the national statistics: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-special-educationalneeds-sen.
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Summary of activities In North Somerset:
We have attended regular drop in sessions to Springboard Special Pre-School settings to
provide direct support to parent/carers.
We have attended Information and Advice giving sessions in Early Years’ Inclusion officers
(SASI – Support and Advice Sessions for Inclusion Coordinators)) information evenings,
Special School Parents’ Evenings, Weston College Open Evening, and delivered an Annual
Review Workshop on Transitions.
We have developed a Memorandum of Understanding with North Somerset Parents and
Carers Working Together (the parent carer forum), and Bridging the Gap Together to deliver
a joint programme of activities in the most efficient way to support for parents and young
people, across the authority. This has included contributing to the Local Offer, and to
addressing concerns about travel to school and college.
We worked in partnership with CEREBRA, NSPCWT, Bridging the Gap Together on
workshops and events.
As well as parent work, a lot of time has been spent responding to Local Authority
Consultations on short breaks services, top up funding arrangements as well as the HomeSchool Transport Policy. We are a key member of the SEND Programme Board informing
policy, working closely with the SEND Manager to improve statutory processes for North
Somerset service users.

Identified Key Activities going forward:







To work with social care charities such as Home Farm Trust to develop workshops for
parents to help prepare them for the move from education into social care.
The Local Coordinator in N Somerset has worked closely with a Parent Champion
volunteer to develop our service in an under-represented area. They are working
towards IPSEA Level 1 Legal Training. The Parent Champion has given out
information at workshops, support groups and exhibitions and researched how to
raise other possible areas of visibility for Supportive Parents.
We are offering bookable surgery style events in children’s settings and other
settings and this will include opportunities for 16-25 year olds to access support at
youth centres.
We will be providing presentations at the Children and Young People’s Forum to
raise our profile and help inform local practice.
We have delivered a presentation to teaching assistants and learning support
assistants on the Inclusive Practice Foundation degree course to improve their
understanding of our service.

We have used Information, Advice and Support Programme funding to support these
extensions to our service delivery. Future service sustainability will require joint
commissioning across education, health and social care. We continue to work with our
funders and other organisations to ensure this is achievable.
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North Somerset Key Issues 2018/2019
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In July 2018 Ofsted and the Care Quality Commission (CQC) conducted a joint inspection of
North Somerset to judge the effectiveness of the area in implementing the disability and
SEN reforms as set out in the Children and Families Act 2014. One of the areas scrutinised
during the inspection was the high number of children with SEND who are being educated
either at home, in alternative provision or not in education at all. In an attempt to address
this issue the Local Authority has encouraged representation from all settings to come
together at the Out of Schools Panel, which meets every week. The panel shares strategies
and ideas to help keep children and young people in their placements. Panel members
remind each other of their duties to ensure all children have a full time school placement.
Calls to our helpline regarding exclusions have increased by 141% in two years, confirming
that schools are finding it increasingly difficult to meet the needs of children with SEND. So,
with that in mind a co-produced set of guidelines will be drafted to support parents whose
child or young person may be at risk of exclusion.
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Summary of activities in South Glos:
We have facilitated workshops to parents and carers on Education Health & Care Plans
(EHCP’s) and we’ve covered the following topics: “Annual Reviews”, “Requesting an
Education Health and Care Needs Assessmen”’, and “Checking an Education Health and Care
Plan’.
We have provided sessions to young people covering: “What is a SENDIAS Service?”,
“Consent & Mental Capacity”, “EHCP’s” and Supportive Parents “Consent Form”.
We delivered transition events at Culverhill and New Siblands Special School.
We provided an Early Years Group information and support session at Staple Hill Children’s
Centre.
Our Support Groups continue to be well received and and we continue to work closely with
South Glos Parents and Carers, SGPC (the parent carer forum).
Identified key activities going forward:






We are working to become jointly commissioned by education, health and social
care for future service sustainability
Looking at how we can offer bookable appointments in the South Glos area
Working closely with SGPC to offer more direct support locally
Linking with education and health professionals to raise awareness and
knowledge of our service offer
Offering training for professionals about SEND and the law.

The activities identified are development work to enable our service is compliant with the
minimum standards. The Information and Advice Support Programme funding is time
limited and based on improving infrastructure. Future service sustainability will require joint
commissioning and improved funding arrangements.
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Key issues

South Glos Key Issues 2018/2019
Social care
Mental health
Not at school full time
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Provision -Amount
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Calls to our IAS Line about provision planning demonstrate parents’ variable experience
getting relevant, extra help for their child or young person in their education setting. The
Local Coordinator is working closely with the SEND Consultant and SGPC to improve the
advice and guidance to schools, and contributed the SENDIAS perspective on the
introduction of the SEND Cluster Pilot. This strategic work arose to address some of the
actions from the OfSTED CQC Written Statement of Action. It is aimed at making a
difference to provision for learners on SEN Support.
Calls about placement and requests for statutory assessment reflect concerns about the
provision available to support learners in mainstream schools.
The issues surrounding reviews, draft plans and challenges to decisions (mediation and
appeals) are discussed regularly with the SEND Manager to support the improvement of
statutory processes.
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16-25 Summary of activities:
At Supportive Parents we have a 16-25 Coordinator who works with young people
aged 16-25 years with special educational needs and/or disability across Bristol,
North Somerset and South Gloucestershire.
We now have a designated 16-25 area on our website with information and easy to
read publications. In conjunction with young people from Bridging the Gap Together!
we have produced a range of publications aimed at young people including a video
and a selection of easy reads on a variety of topics including annual reviews,
advocacy, consent and mental capacity and can be found on our website.
Our CYP Coordinator has been attending transition events at colleges and schools
across the 3 local authorities to provide young people with information about our
service. We have also produced toolkits for parents on exclusions and home
education and we have delivered parent annual review workshops in North
Somerset and Bristol.
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How can you contact us?
If you have any concerns or worries about SEND provision please call our Information &
Support Line.

You can also contact us by email support@supportiveparents.org.uk or complete a contact
form on our website www.supportiveparents.org.uk
IMPORTANT - where young people (16 or over) have the mental capacity to understand
our service we ask them to complete a consent form before we can discuss their details
with parents/carers.

For general queries please call our admin line on 0117 9897724 or write to us at Supportive Parents,
3rd Floor, Royal Oak House, Royal Oak Avenue, Bristol, BS1 4GB.

Registered in England and Wales as Supportive Parents for Special Children
Company Limited by Guarantee No. 3905996
Registered Charity No. 1079761
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